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Introduction
This Cultural impact assessment report will begin by outlining the current state of Māori health in
New Zealand, this discussion is critical to the rebuild, as Māori continue to experience poorer health
access and outcomes than other New Zealanders, and this speaks to the need of addressing this in
the rebuild process. Next, is a discussion of the Kaupapa Māori methods that underpinned the
research and data collection for this report. Following this we will outline the Māori design values
that were utilised in the initial co-design process (for a more in-depth discussion on these design
principles, see the design document). As part of the research process we undertook two focus
groups and three surveys, these were then analysed and discussed. Finally, we outline the cultural
impact as described by Mana Whenua.
We made a conscious choice to explore the cultural impacts within a hauora Māori context. One
reason for this, was, that the site for the Dunedin hospital is considered a second-generation site
and has undergone significant land changes. That said, the Aukaha design considered the history
of the site, and the team engaged a Māori environmental expert and created a Māori environmental
framework (see appendix 1), which incorporated our design values to mitigate any negative impacts
from the new hospital, as well as exploring opportunities to restore parts of the natural habitat in
the greenspaces.

In addition, this provides Mana whenua with an opportunity to restore

connections to our rich history, and to highlight these connections within the greenspaces, and the
location of the rebuild. The principles within this framework are; whenua ora (enriching the land),
wai ora (ensuring healthy water), ngā tapuae (leaving light footprints), mana motuhake
(empowering our people), mauri tu (enhancing the environment) and mauri ora (creating a healthy
society). The site chosen for the hospital located in what was originally the foreshore and presents
an opportunity to emphasise the relationship between the environment, water and well-being (wai
ora). Within the principle of wai ora, we examined the historic connection to the waterway, and,
how this relates to well-being, such as seeing water and having access to wai tapu in the hospital,
having access to clean water, and, how important it is that the new hospital does not contaminate
the water ways. For a more in-depth examination of this principle and the rest of the framework
see appendix 1. Finally, the history of the foreshore is one that aligns with the idea of the name for
the rebuild Whakatuputupu. The Foreshore was part of an intricate eco-system that contained our
kohanga (a nursery for kaimoana species), thus it was important to our well-being. Further along
the foreshore (at the site of Toitu) is where our Tupuna would dock their waka and sell kai to
settlers, in the 1800’s the economy changed from kai moana to cash which was essential to our
survival. Within the Cultural Narrative the Aukaha design panel considered the story of the
upturned waka, which highlighted unfulfilled promises. In return for the land, we were promised

schools and hospitals. In reality, we weren’t afforded accommodation in the developing city, and
as Ellison (2020) said “incorporating this part of our history into the rebuild is a reminder of the
promises that were not fulfilled”. For a more on the history of the foreshore see the Aukaha
Narrative document.

The state of Māori health
In 2019, 200 claims were lodged with the Waitangi Tribunal1 stating breaches of the Treaty of
Waitangi2 in health services and outcomes. Stage one of the of the Health Services and Outcomes
Kaupapa Inquiry, also known as the Hauora Claim, heard from primary health and Māori service
providers. The 20 years of evidence presented in this claim and the subsequent findings mean that,
we do not need to present the plethora of statistics and evidence that highlight the inequity of access
and outcomes for Māori health, which extend well beyond the 20 years of evidence presented in
this series of claims alone. The Waitangi Tribunal said in their summary of Wai 2575:
As a population group, Māori have on average, the poorest health status of any
ethnic group in New Zealand. We also received uncontested statistical evidence
demonstrating that, despite reform and readjustments, Māori health inequities have
persisted in the nearly two decades since the Act [Primary Healthcare Act] was
introduced. All parties to stage one of this inquiry, including the Crown, consider
that the poor state of Māori health outcomes is unacceptable (Waitangi Tribunal
2019).
An example of the uncontested statistical evidence is that of life expectancy for Māori. The age
for Māori is eight years lower than non-Māori. Reid & Robson, (2006). The expected age is 73
years for Māori women and 77 years for Māori men, compared with 80 years for non-Māori women
and 83 years for non-Māori men. (Reid & Robson, 2006). Since 1951 the gap has decreased
between Māori and other populations, however, it remains lower than it should be (Reid & Robson,
2006). To sum up the inequities apparent in the myriad of health statistics Peter Crampton (2018),
said that Māori have long experienced significant and enduring health inequities in relation to
socio-economic deprivation, and that the most consistent and compelling ethnic inequities are
between Māori and non-Māori (Cram 2014, Jansen & Smith 2006, Jansen, Bacle & Crengle 2008,
Manson 2012, Ellison-Loschmann & 2006, Cram, Smith & Johnstone 2003). Again, we could
present more evidence, however, this is not contested and so we will refer to the most recent reports.

1

The Waitangi Tribunal was established in 1975. Its role is to hear grievances from iwi in relation to breaches of the
treaty. They make recommendations to governments on how to acknowledge and make reparation in relation to the
grievances. It is important to note that they can only make recommendations and it is the government’s choice whether
they chose to act on those or not.
2
The Treaty of Waitangi was an agreement that was drafted and debated in 1840. It has two versions; one in Māori
and one in English. Most Māori signed the Māori version of the Treaty.

The New Zealand Health and Disability Review report, referred to as the Simpson report of 2020,
is another compelling document outlining these persistent ethnic inequities experienced by Māori.
One of the recommendations from this review was the establishment of a Māori health Authority,
and while Māori disagree with how that should look, this review and the recommendations
acknowledge and are another avenue on how Māori health inequities can be addressed at a system
level. The Chair of the review committee, Helen Simpson stated in her introductory comments “I
firmly believe that the changes being proposed by this review have the potential to deliver a
system... which embeds the Tiriti principles throughout, where Māori have real authority to develop
and implement policies which address their needs in ways which respect Te Ao Māori” (Simpson
2020, p2).
While many Māori, including the authors, may not fully agree with the recommendation to embed
the principles as opposed to the articles of the Treaty within any systems change, this report was
consulted because it has relevance to the research used to inform this Cultural Impact Assessment,
namely; the current state of Māori health, and how it underpins this assessment. We cannot build
a hospital that does not take into consideration the poor health experienced by Māori. At the time
of writing this CIA report, there was a public debate about The Otago University Medical School
Mirror on Society entry pathway into Medicine. This like the rebuild will have future impacts on
Māori health, and one response resonated strongly, firstly, how we design the hospital needs to
consider the future of healthcare, and, it also needs to consider the historic drivers of health care
for Māori in this country, and, more specifically, the Southern Region. (For an in-depth discussion
on these historic drivers refer to the Cultural Narrative). Returning to the mirror on society public
discussion, Dr Papaarangi Reid said that it was essential that more Māori Doctors are trained and
enter the workforce as it directly impacts Māori mortality rates, she stated “ this is not a nicety –
it’s a matter of life and death. Māori patients’ ability to choose to be cared for by Māori physicians
is a matter of life and death. Any efforts to slow down progress to achieve the fulfilment of this
right is to be knowingly complicit in high Māori mortality and morbidity” (Reid 2020, NP). This
is true of the rebuild, if we do not seize this opportunity to design and build a New Hospital that
responds to the health needs of Māori, and consider the historical, contemporary and cultural needs
of Māori then, we too, are complicit in the high mortality and morbidity currently experienced by
Māori.
The data that was gathered, analysed and presented in this report compliments the Māori health
research, it focused on three areas; How can Māori staff be Māori, and practice as Māori in the new

Dunedin hospital3? The second topic examined was how whānau Māori who are transferred to the
NDH, can provide or receive whānau support? There are many barriers for whānau to be involved
in the care and support of a loved one and we felt this is an important perspective to capture. In
addition, we explored whānau experiences of care and considered access issues such as tikaka
Māori. Finally, we asked Mana whenua, the Māori Directorate (at the SDHB) and Iwi Governance
committee members about the cultural impact for Māori if the NDH does or does not meet the
cultural needs of Māori.

The lens for this report
Kaupapa Māori theory and methodology was the lens for this CIA. Kaupapa Māori theory and
methodology is a research tool that assumes that tikaka Māori, te reo Māori and mātauraka Māori
are legitimate ways for Māori to conduct research with and for Māori. In particular we utilised the
principles of tino rangatiratanga, the principle of self-determination; taonga tuku iho, the principle
of cultural aspirations; whānau, the principle of extended family, and aroha ki te tangata, the
principle of nurture and respect. As a methodology, kaupapa Māori is a dynamic research tool that
utilises tikanga Māori and mātauranga Māori. Smith (2006) highlighted that kaupapa Māori
research is an insider research tool and is the only tool that can guide research that seeks to provide
solutions to problems created by marginalisation. Whānau are marginalised within the health
system and therefore using kaupapa Māori as the theory and the methodology is most the
appropriate way to find solutions.

Principles of Kaupapa Māori
There are eight principles of kaupapa Māori theory. The first six Graham Smith (1990) posited in
his doctoral research: tino rangatiratanga the principle of self-determination; taonga tuku iho the
principle of cultural aspiration; ako Māori the principle of culturally preferred pedagogy; kia piki
ake i ngā rarurau o te kāinga the principle of socio-economic mediation; whānau the principle of
extended family structure and; kaupapa the principle of collective philosophy. Another two
principals have been added. These are the Te Tiriti o Waitangi the principle of the Treaty of
Waitangi and āta the principle of growing relationships.

In report we focused

on tino

rangatiratanga, taonga tuku iho, and aroha ki te tangata.
Tino rangatiratanga (the principle of self-determination)
According to Ngata (1993) tino rangatiratanga is most commonly understood as self-determination;
3

For the remainder of the Document the new Dunedin hospital will be referred to NDH

another translation is independence. Tino means very and it amplifies the adjective (Williams
1975, p. 420).

Rangatiratanga means freedom, majesty, ownership, dominion and wealth

(www.learningmedia.co.nz/ngata/). Rangatiratanga was used in the Māori text of the second article
in Te Tiriti o Waitangi. Māori were promised te tino rangatiratanga over whenua, kāinga and ngā
taonga katoa. This translated would mean lands, homes (estate) and all they consider important
(Orange, 2015; O’Regan, Palmer and Langton, 2006). Taonga is broad in its definition, taonga
also includes health with Marsden (2003) describing taonga as tangible and intangible assets such
as the preservation of the Māori way of life. Taonga also includes research and this is where the
tino rangatiratanga principle is essential to undertaking Māori research. The interpretation of
rangatiratanga was not an accurate translation in the English text of the Treaty of Waitangi, where
it states that Māori can retain possession over lands, forests and estates.
Smith (1999) says that a kaupapa Māori approach to research is to operationalise self-determination
by Māori in order to challenge the power and control over research. Issues identified by Bishop
(1996) identified issues such as who initiates, benefits, and is represented in research, what is
legitimate, and who is accountable for the research. Smith (1999) further states that these issues
in Western research are often about categorising the ‘other’ and are addressed through kaupapa
Māori research as practiced within the cultural context of the participants. Kennedy, Cram, Pipa,
Pipi & Baker (2015) describe “to this day writing about traditional cultural concepts across western
academic mediums and world views is a bit tricky due to the marginalisation of Māori traditional
spiritual practices (2015, p. 2). Tino rangatiratanga allows researchers to be able to express a/the
world view of the participants and the researcher, and this document.
Taonga tuku iho (the cultural aspirations principle)
Taonga is something treasured, such as assets, belongings, chattels, and commodities (Williams,
1975, p. 381). Tuku means to gift. Tuku iho is to hand down, hereditary, legacy and bequeath.
Taonga tuku iho is an inheritance, our heritage, patrimony (www.learningmedia.co.nz/ngata/). As
these translations show, taonga tuku iho can encompass anything that is passed down. Examples
include whakapapa, land, tikanga Māori and te reo Māori, and way-finding navigation. Health is
a taonga and one that was guaranteed to Māori via the Treaty of Waitangi, as are our cultural
aspirations. Taonga is relevant to research including the research used to inform this report.
Marsden (2003) describes taonga as something to be valued and a right that must be handed down
to future generations. He further asserts taonga are more than just tangible things such as land,
rivers, and pounamu, but also include intangible things such as ways of life, health and well-being.
Taonga are a basic right and as such, are considered as significant enough to be passed down. The

NDH build has the potential to improve Māori health, and in turn this is a legacy that can be handed
down to future generations of Māori.

Aroha ki te tangata (the principle of nurture, and respect)
Aroha means love, charity, benevolence, compassion and mercy (Ngata, 1993). This concept of
aroha ki te tangata is a guide for the researcher who has an obligation to working with the different
whānau in the research journey. Those obligations include utu (reciprocity), and as within the
whānau principle, the research has an obligation to meaningfully reciprocate with various whānau
involved in this kaupapa. In a broad sense, the reciprocity will result from our efforts to ensure
that the rebuild is a key part of addressing the persistent inequities Māori have experienced in the
health system. One example during data collection, was the attendance of some of the design team
including Mike Barnes at the Māori staff focus group, the authors saw this as an opportunity to
ensure their collective voice was heard. In addition, members of the Aukaha Design panel also
attended that hui to start to illuminate the design input that we had been having. We also accepted
an invitation to have a follow up hui with Māori staff as we ran out of time to finish the discussion.

Method
According to Gill, Stewart, Treasure & Chadwick (2008) there are two common qualitative
methods of conducting research, focus groups and interviews. They explain further, that there are
three types of interviews; i) structured which use questionnaires, ii) unstructured interviews which
have no set questions and are useful when significant depth is required, for example if you know
little about your topic, and iii) semi-structured interviews which consist of several key questions to
help define the topics to be explored (Gill, Stewart, Treasure & Chadwick, 2008).
This research used qualitative research methods; these included semi-structured interviews, a focus
group and online surveys. The questions for the online surveys were the same as used in the focus
groups. The staff who participated in the focus groups also completed the Māori staff surveys. The
groups surveys for this report included whānau Māori from throughout the Southern District, Māori
staff from Dunedin Hospital, members of Iwi Governance from the Southern District Health Board,
members of Te Rūnaka o Ōtākou and Kāti Huirapa ki Puketeraki, and finally Māori members of
the co-design panel.

Analysis
The six steps utilised in the analysing the data were; familiarization, coding, looking for
similarities, revising and refining and writing up:
The first step was Familiarization. This begins when the interview transcripts are finished and
involved reading over the transcripts and making notes. The surveys and the transcripts from the
two focus group discussions were included in the familiarisation phase. Each survey was printed
out and read multiple times, in addition each question and its responses were grouped together.
The second step is coding, of which there are two types; inductive coding which is using the data
to identify meaning, and deductive coding which is where the researcher has some ideas and
theories (Braun, Clarke, Hayfield & Terry, 2019). For this report we used both inductive and
deductive coding. In regards to the latter, there we some questions in the survey that we required
as they had a direct cultural impact on the design of the mortuary space. The tikanga of death is
one of the strongest cultural beliefs and practices we have within Māori culture, and the design of
the pathway for the dead as well as the mortuary space will have a significant impact for Māori.
Other questions such as the focus on the quality of care were designed to be inductive, in that, we
wanted to let the responses tell the story of whānau experiences and aspirations for care in the
current and new hospital.
The third step, is where the similarities between the transcripts, notes and surveys begin to build
the themes. The similarities were used to identify the key themes; which were centered around
space, quality of care and tikaka (spelled tikanga in the North, these are values, philosophies, rules
and Māori law/lore).
Steps four and five are revising and defining themes, where some, but not all, themes remain as it
was important to capture what was meaningful about the data. This step was more limited than the
team would have liked, we would have like to have run focus groups with whānau, and the mana
whenua groups as well, however, budget and time meant that we couldn’t hire the team needed to
complete the report in the way that we would have liked. The point here is that the data was more
limited that we would have liked and as such it was pretty simple to define what was meaningful
from these data sets.
Step six was writing up and testing how the data works.

The following section explores the design values that were utilised by the design panel from
Aukaha. A brief outline of the four values will preclude some feedback from the Māori staff survey
respondents.

Mana Whenua Design Values
When considering Whakatuputupu (Dunedin Hospital build) and the relevance of this place and its
meaning, a number of cultural values are crucial. These values express a Kāi Tahu world view, and
a distinct insight into a Kāi Tahu whakapapa. Māori values are an innate part of our culture and
tradition. Values ground us in our culture, language and connection to one another. Values define
the way in which we operate in the modern world. They connect us to our past and allow us to
straddle the complexities of living as Māori in a world dominated by Pākehā. Values also provide
a vehicle for us to guide and teach our children about tikaka, whakapapa and te ao Māori.
Furthermore values operate as parameters to keep our tamariki and mokopuna safe. Kāi Tahu
values are Māori values however there is a unique Southern history and identity that grounds us to
our iwi, hapū and whānau.
These are mana whenua central values: Mana, Tapu, Whakapapa and Mauri.
Mana
We must ensure that the indigenous authority of Mana Whenua is recognised and upheld within
projects large and small, particularly when happening within tribal territories, such as Dunedin.
Furthermore this is a pivotal build for our people.
Mana Whenua hold authority within their region. The use of Māori knowledge and reflections of
Māori identity is lead and approved by Mana Whenua to ensure all cultural material is correctly
represented and proceeds with the approval of Mana Whenua.
Implementing consultative engagement and reciprocal relationships increases the mana of the
project, relationship and outcome.
In the instance of the hospital, mana begins with land and whakapapa. Take Tupuna is about a right
has been established because an ancestor has asserted themselves over the land or resource. In this
case the hospital footprint is on the Ōtākou shoreline and harbour and this was a crucial life vein
for mana whenua. Further to this the mana of this land and place stems from Umu takata (conquest)
and the descendants of pivotal tupuna and key events in the area are many. The mana of the area is
re-iterated in the words of the chief from Ōtākou, H K Taiaroa who described the critical
importance of the place in which the hospital will reside. Mana is exemplified further in Tapatapa
(naming). When Māori place a name on an area or a house such as that of Whakatuputupu it imbues
the place with mana (prestige). Mana is further enhanced in this situation due to Tuturu te noho,

which are the rights of settlement which are validated when there is an established permanence or
ahi kaa. Ōtākou is one of the longest standing southern kāika and the fires have been burning in
that area from ancient times. Furthermore there are generations of whānau, hapū and iwi who have
lived in this area and whose bones are in the land. In this modern construct we want to ensure that
the mana of our people is acknowledged in this hospital and that the mana of each individual and
whānau are recognised. There is a whakamā (shame) within whānau who struggle to engage with
the health structures and providers. This stems from generations of inequity and is an overall result
of colonisation. Restoring and acknowledging mana is central to the hospital build.
Tapu
Tapu evades every aspect of the Māori world. In the past this restriction determined all aspects of
daily life. This is the most important and central value to the hospital build. Tapu guides everything
in te ao Māori and this has also become an accepted part of the modern New Zealand world. Tapu
is now a well-known and understood concept by many people.
Tapu is explained in our complex creation narrative and an example of this is when Hine-nui-te-pō
flees to the underworld and there the dead and the living are made separate. Tapu separates and
restricts specific roles and behaviour in order for our people to feel safe and to be allowed to go
about their daily duties. In an important document Tapu is described as a corrective and coherent
power within Māori society. It acted in the same way as a legal system operated with a system of
prohibitory controls, effectively acting as a protective device. Everyone was required to protect
their own tapu and respect the tapu of others.4
Examples to be cognizant of are the actual sites known as Wāhi Tapu which include, urupā; past
urupā, burial sites, modern urupā; places of particular events such as battles, or places of death,
places of birth; Building sites such as past villages; Places where there were once alters and of a
religious nature. There are many more however these must be observed and considered with mana
whenua guidance and advice.
Whakapapa
At the core of being Māori is whakapapa. This is central to the Kāi Tahu identity. In an official
capacity the 1840 Blue Book provides a list of all of the Kāi Tahu Kaumatua alive at that time and
in order to register with the iwi, you must provide a number from the Blue Book that aligns with a
particular ancestor. Whakapapa links us to each other today through specific ancestors. The prefix
to Kāi Tahu is an abbreviation to the words Kā aitaka = Kāi, meaning the descendants of or the
4

http://www.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/he-hinatora-ki-te-ao-Māori.pdf

offspring of. Tahu is the eponymous ancestor, Tahu Pōtiki. There are further kinship groups in
subtribes and whānau and these close connections are affirmed with whānau gathering, hui,
wānanga and other occasions. Whakapapa is shared and reiterated in whaikōrero, karanga and so
forth. Whakapapa affirms our mana and enduring connection to land and place.
Mauri
Mauri is the life force connection between gods and earthly matter. It is stated that all things have
mauri, including inanimate objects so it can be found in people, animals, fauna, fish, waterways,
rocks, mountains. The mauri is a protector of the health of a person or place. If a mauri is damaged
then the owner or the seat of that mauri is vulnerable or also damaged.
Mauri can affect food gathering and can be found inland and in waterways. If the mauri was
damaged then the evidence would be in the absence of prey and the disappearance of guardian
entities or kaitiaki. To initially establish the mauri a ritual would be performed to imbue an object
with the life force and it would often be hidden or buried on site to protect it from damage.
Mauri has evolved as a concept and is heavily drawn upon for environmental and physical models
of health. Mauri is present in the footprint of the hospital however it has been meddled with as the
environment has changed significantly and buildings and roads how been placed on top of the
mauri of the waterway and foreshore. The usage of mauri stones as we see today is a modern
process that attempts to reinstate mauri in to a building or place. Mauri needs to be acknowledged
however this can be done in many ways.
The brief outline of the tikaka deign values above highlight some of the thinking that the mana
whenua design panel considered when responding to the phase one designs. These values were
shared with Māori staff at the SDHB and they were asked “to what extent is it important to you
that design outcomes acknowledge values like mana, tapu, mauri and whakapapa?”. We have
chosen to present these responses separate to the rest of the survey responses, and include the
discussion here.

Staff responses to the design values
Fourteen staff considered the mana whenua design values outlined previously, these were;
whakapapa, mana, tapu and mauri. The responses highlighted two key points, the first is that these
are key to the design being inclusive of tikaka, and, the second this inclusion of tikaka translates
seamlessly into to a health context for Māori.

Of the responses, most were positive, one was sceptical and questioned if the exercise was
substantive or procedural, stating “Design would have to include context and tātai korero to inform
and protect importance of values. If Māori symbols are used or concepts in the design in order to
prevent this being a window dressing exercise the SDHB has to take the unique place of takata
whenua more seriously in terms of their plans and workforce development”.
Other responses were positive, and spoke of the importance of the values or tikaka being part of
the design process “very important. I feel like the low uptake and retention of Māori patients is not
because of better health outcomes but because whānau do not feel acknowledged and appreciated
when they are here” and another saying “very important, these values underpin life and culture,
and must be more than just acknowledged. Need to be actively included”.
Other responses were “These are building blocks that inform our decisions” and
Huge. Recognising mana Māori allows for a much wider approach to health delivery for the
betterment of all. Another said “these are the basis of all things and should be within all design”.
As the selection of responses reveal, Māori staff see the value in the four design principles and how
they can positively influence the design of the New Dunedin Hospital for Māori.
The following section is the analysis of the whānau and staff surveys and focus groups.

Data analysis
Introduction
In this section we will outline the results from two focus groups and two surveys; the first was
given to Māori staff at the Southern DHB. It was distributed via the Māori Health Directorate,
which meant that all Māori staff had access, but it was aimed at and answered by Dunedin based
staff. The second survey was sent to whānau Māori in the whole Southern District, we were
interested in not only experiences and aspirations of whānau locally, but, also the experiences from
whānau who have been transferred to Dunedin hospital for the treatment of a loved one. The
whānau surveys were sent to whānau via the seven Papatipu Rūnaka o Ngāi Tahu, to Māori
providers and from staff at DPH to Māori services, and via known Māori networks.
In addition to the surveys, we held two focus groups with Māori staff, one at the Wakari hospital
site, and a second at the current whānau room in Dunedin public hospital. The second hui in the
whānau room highlighted for the author the issue of adequate space, in order to hold the hui in the
whānau room, the staff had to close it to the public so that we were not disturbed. As a model, the
whānau room doesn’t provide privacy for whānau, and is more a ground floor lounge that all staff

and patients use, so trying to manage tikaka for whanau is a challenge. The discussion at the first
focus group centered on any pressing issues staff wanted addressed ss many staff had already filled
in the survey. There were two that came up, one was a collective desire to ensure the New Dunedin
Hospital had adequate space for Māori health activities, and that the design was inclusive of tikaka
and reflective of Kai Tahu/Māori culture. The second kaupapa that was discussed was the debate
on the faith-based space. There were two distinct views, one was that it should be a chapel, and
the other view was that if the new hospital is responsive to tikaka Māori then we (Māori) don’t
need to worry about that space. That, for Māori, manaaki means that there is a strong desire to
ensure everyone’s needs are met including their spiritual needs, and that a multi faith space would
achieve that. We ran out of time to finish the discussion in a chapel verses multi-faith, and so we
agreed to return to hear their views. The transcript from the second hui, along with the notes taken
at the first focus group are attached at appendix (2). It is the view of the authors, that, while Māori
do require spiritual care, the purpose of the cultural impact assessment is to examine the impacts
of having Māori culture as a core component of the hospital redesign. Therefore, the debate does
not directly impact on the tikaka spaces and design, that are part of mana whenua space aspirations.
In terms of tikaka, we feel as mana whenua that, we could host a hui at one of our marae with all
of the faith communities who are contributing to the design, to help look at cost effective options
for each group to look at the compromise needed to make the space work for all. A third visit was
organised, and this was so that the CIA team were able to visit the current morgue site. This was
because there were two questions that focused on these services. While we were not able to
undertake this visit, one of the authors of this CIA works in the school of Medicine and is familiar
with the basement of the hospital, and understands the extreme discomfort Māori have with the
proximity of the current mortuary to the kitchens, and the issue of food and tūpāpaku being
transported in the same lifts. These tikaka related issues will need to be discussed at length in each
of the design phases.
The first results that we will outline are the māori staff surveys. In addition to these we will utilise
the notes taken from the first focus group. Firstly, we will outline the themes and within each, the
sub-themes that emerged from the surveys. We will then analyze the themes. Following this we
will do the same with the whānau surveys. At the conclusion of the analysis we will discuss the
impacts and make recommendations.

Staff surveys
There were 17 staff surveys returned within the two-week timeframe, in addition to the surveys
there were 16 staff who attended the first focus group and seven staff who attended the follow up
focus group. There was a diverse mixture of Iwi, including Kai Tahu. There was one overarching
theme from the staff survey, and that was tikaka. There were three sub-themes within tikaka and
these were: Tikaka tools, tapu/noa- tikaka to mitigate tapu associated with the dead, and tikaka for
the future.

Tikaka
Tikaka is the theory, values, systems, practices and philosophies that connect us to and explains
us as we are in the Māori world, and how we express ourselves as Māori underpinned by the way
we live in this world (Mead, 2016, Rewi and Duncan, 2018). Tikaka are also understood in terms
of tools, domains and cultural practices. Tikaka like any theory can be used as ideas that describe
te ao Māori and like practice theory, as a way to practice and act within a Māori space, and, as the
way in which Māori practice within in any space. According to Rewi and Duncan (2018) “social,
political and environmental factors continue to arise and challenge the maintenance of these
customary practices. Such challenges require Māori to reaffirm old tikaka or to construct new
tikaka” (p. 31). Tikaka is derived from the meaning tika, which means correct, right, appropriate
and fair (Williams, 1975, p. 416).
A common understanding within te ao Māori is that even if the context changes the tikaka remains
similar or as Mead (2016) declares it is pono (true). Staff were asked if they used tikaka in their
practice, and which tools/practices they utilised. All staff who answered the survey did utilise
tikaka within their daily practice. We had asked for surveys to be sent to all staff who identify as
Māori rather than just the staff who have Māori specific positions. Regardless of their positions,
respondents stated that they did utilise tikaka as part of their practice.

Karakia
The most common tikaka that is used currently by SHDB Māori staff is karakia. Williams (1975)
defines karakia as charm, incantation or a spell. Karakia are used to begin rituals and are considered
rituals in their own right. Karakia is a tool that spans te ao Māori, for example, in their paper on
using kaitiakitanga in the marine environment, Jackson et al (2017) state: “karakia is one tikaka
(practice) associated with Tangaroa. As ocean people our ancestors placed importance on Takaroa,
and various other atua and karakia for protection and safety” (p. 42). Jackson et al (2017) also talk
about how karakia contain references to atua which bind the characteristics of atua to the kaupapa.

Rewi and Duncan (2018) explain this idea: “ultimately, karakia are about creating a spiritual
connection with the atua, and it is rare in the Māori world for any ritual or community act to occur
without it beginning with and/or culminating in karakia” (p. 125). Barlow and Wineti (1991) in
his writing provide the following description “karakia are prayers or incantations addressed to the
atua who reside in the spiritual realms. Karakia are offered to the atua to allow interaction with
these realms and to ask for guidance, blessing and protection in the pursuit of such interactions”
(Barlow & Wineti, 1991, p. 45). Marsden (2003) further states, “the practice of karakia is engaging
in this two-world system first looking to the atua and their spiritual powers within the ao wairua
and bringing these back with us to the physical world. Thus, karakia is one way of linking God
man and universe” (p. 44). Health, is no exception to these connections, karakia is widely used as
a key tool in hauora and the surveys confirmed that this was the case for Māori staff practice in
the SDHB.
Where possible staff also used wai or a water source as part of the practice of karakia, however as
one respondent answered “it is really difficult to practice te ao Māori in the department I work in.
Karakia is said quietly – it is not the norm, te ao Māori is devoid in the environment”. Another
stated that they were trying to teach their colleagues karakia. Two respondents also utilised the
skills that kaumatua and the Chaplin had in regards to accessing karakia. This was also a core part
of the tikaka based resources that Māori staff utilised as part of tikaka and practice. Other tikaka
that staff used were: kaumatua, waiata, wai, mihi whakatau, kai (sharing of) tohunga.
As part of the mana whenua design process, we had identified certain tools or tikaka that could be
easily incorporated into the hospital design, and we asked staff how it would add to their practice
to have access to such resources as karakia, wai tapu and green spaces. As part of many ceremonies
and the practice of whakanoa which is the transition from tapu to noa, these tikaka/tools are
essential, and within a hospital setting are critical in managing levels of tapu from the sick through
to the dead. Staff identified how these tools for whakanoa provide cultural safety for them and the
whānau who use the hospital.

Tapu/noa
There were two pressing matters that we wanted to gauge Māori staff input on post the mortuary
fit group meetings, the first, was the pathway for the dead, which for Māori needs to be tapu or
restricted. After attending the fit groups, we realised there was significant focus on the desire for
there to be a separate lift for tupapaku. This stemmed from the current layout in the DPH, with the
Mortuary next to the kitchen, which means the dead travel the same pathway as the food. Food is

considered noa (unrestricted and used to remove tapu) and tūpāpaku are tapu. For Māori this is an
issue. We knew that cost would be a factor in the decision concerning a separate lift, and two other
considerations influenced why we asked staff for their opinions; the first was that the lift is not the
only space that becomes tapu when a person dies, and two, we wondered if staff were able to utilise
tikaka associated with death (such as wai and karakia), could they then feel comfortable with a lift
that is not exclusive for tūpāpaku.
Tapu was a significant tikaka that informed a Māori way of life and was a consistent tool to manage
health and well-being of individuals, whānau and the community. Experts of tikaka and scholars
alike agree that tapu informs and underpins health. Tapu is essential to the practice of tikaka (Mead,
2016, Marsden, 2003, Walker, 1990, Rewi and Duncan, 2018). Best (1905) recorded evidence that
the observation and practice of tapu led to long and healthy lives for Māori pre-colonisation.
Today, within te ao Māori we are constantly moving or transitioning between tapu and noa and one
of the core ideas within this research was looking at how we transition to improve our well-being.
According to Shirres (1982):
There are many different tapu. Each of the children of Rangi and Papa are tapu.
Individuals and groups of people are tapu; children, parents, war parties, sick
and so on. Some of the tapu mark off places; houses, gardens and special ritual
areas. Others mark off special times, so we have tapu days. There are tapu
which need to be protected, strengthened and confirmed, for instance the tapu of
the child. There are tapu which give protection, for instance the tapu of
the iraamutu, the chief's sister's daughter. And all tapu can be seen as needing
to be treated with respect, and sometimes fear, but this depends on which side
you are on, on the relationship of your tapu to the other tapu (p. 36).
Shirres’ quote captures the breadth of tapu used in the Māori world from our cosmology through
to our familial relationships, and to places. It also shows that tapu is significant to living according
to tikaka Māori. Other scholars such as Mead (2016) define tapu as restricted, an idea many others
share (Marsden, 2003, Mead, 2016, Rangihau, 1992, Russell, 2001, Jackson, Mita & Hakopa, 2017,
Durie, 1995, 2006; Salmond, 2007; Henare, 2001; Walker, 1990; Rewi and Duncan, 2018). Tapu
was and is used in all settings, or as Walker (1990) stated “tapu was an all-pervasive force that
touched many facets of Māori life” (p. 68), such as personal tapu or (tapu o te tangata) and tapu
used to control behaviour.
People move in and out of tapu states, for example, when sick, the tapu increases, with the severity
of the sickness determining the level of tapu. An example of tapu in relation to illness is: a broken
limb. Having a broken limb means that it is difficult and, in some case, impossible to complete

everyday tasks easily, if at all, therefore the person is restricted in what they can and cannot do,
they are tapu.

If we consider that tapu and illness also have a link to the atua

through

transgressions, then to move towards well-being is to stop further transgression (Rewi and Duncan,
2018). This is not like belief in Christianity however, for example Māori do not believe that the
atua were so angry that COVID 19 was inflicted upon the world, rather, there is belief that in this
context of a world pandemic, we live in the restricted or tapu state. Furthermore, that to prevent
further harm we need to understand tapu and restriction. In this current context that means living
with precautions and when necessary remaining separate. Karakia is a tool that has been used by
whānau during COVID, every day you could log into a Facebook page and participate in karakia,
this practice continues. Many whānau gathered on line and participated in regular karakia. Another
example involves a stomach bug, which requires a person to be isolated from others to stop the
spread. Durie (1999) takes a similar view in that “tapu is described as a type of public health
regulation, basically concerned with the avoidance of danger, the promotion of good health” (p. 7).
In addition to tapu o te tangata (tapu as it applies to people), there are wahi tapu (tapu places): a
cemetery is an example of a wahi tapu or restricted place. Connecting with these important
practices of tikaka give us understanding and knowledge that we can revisit for our current and
future contexts such as the rebuild.
Noa is the opposite of tapu or the complimentary state to tapu. Noa can be understand as
unrestricted or free from restrictions. As Salmond (1978) states “noa appears to denote a condition
of the absence of tapu rather than a condition of precise qualities of its own; it is an “unmarked”
position where power is not in question” (p. 15). Mead (2016) states that
‘noa is often paired with tapu indicating that often noa refers to restoring balance,
necessary because a high level of tapu is dangerous. Here it is the role of tikaka and
the tohunga to reduce the level of dangerous tapu until it is noa or safe. It is not
useful to think of noa as being the opposite of tapu or as the absence of tapu’ (p. 31).
Rewi and Duncan (2018) explain that noa is “to be free of restriction, or in a balanced, safe,
optimum-operating state of tapu, is to be in a state of noa” (p. 41).
No matter the slight differences in understanding of tapu, the point of understanding noa in relation
to tapu is to look at the ways in which tikaka and practices transition people and places between
tapu and noa. In doing so we gain understanding and clues as to how to successfully transition
between states of being to improve well-being, such as moving from ill-being to well-being; or as
Rewi and & Duncan (2018) describe it

particular objects in Māori society are considered to be noa and, therefore, have
the ability to render tapu objects and context noa, this process being known as
whakanoa. With further analysis one can see that these ‘agents of noa’ are lifegiving and necessary for survival and ultimately aim for a result in positive wellbeing through the assertion of equilibrium (p. 41).
These tapu rituals also connect us to the health and well-being tools of our ancestors, they provide
insight and understanding into the ways in which they negotiated the collective well-being of the
whānau and communities. We continue to adapt these practices to suit our changing world. The
tools and rituals referred to include; karakia, wai tapu (holy water) and wai Māori (drinking water,
fresh water). Others include kai (food), including hākari (feasts), and these will be discussed within
the context of rituals or ceremonies.

Rituals as a way to manage tapu and transition
Ceremonies, karakia and water are the typical elements used in transitions, including death.
The tikaka that will be outlined here are being discussed to highlight transition. We explore tikaka
as it provides examples of how move between states such as, well and sick, or alive to dead and
how to begin or end activities, and what strategies we can adapt or learn from tikaka. Here we
provide a brief look at the tikaka of death through the ritual of taki aue or tangihanga. We have
created a table (see below ) to show the various components used in our ceremonies and rituals, it
is the common components between them that we have been exploring as tolls to manage tikaka
within the new hospital, namely; karakia, wai and kai.
Table 1: Ceremony comparison table
Ceremonies

Pōwhiri

Mihi Whakatau

Tangihanga

Component

gathering
karakia/waerea
wero
karaka
whakaeke

gathering
karakia

karakia

whai kōrero
kinaki
koha
hongi

whai kōrero
kinaki
koha
hongi

kai

kai

karaka
whakaeke
wailing
whai kōrero
kinaki tangi
koha
hongi
w ai Māori
kai
poropororaki
service
burial
hākari

Tangihanga/takiaue
Tangihanga is another ritual or ceremony and, according to Potiki, (2018) the tangihanga was “the
last bastion of tikaka and te reo Māori” (p. 137). Colonisation attempted to erode much of the
Māori world. Some practices such as using the maramataka and navigation were lost to many iwi,
and other practices such as water burials have all but been ceased. The tangihanga, however, has
not ceased and while there have been adaptions, the knowledge and practice has continued without
disruption (Potiki, 2018).
As Table 1 above highlights, the tangihanga contains similar tikaka to the pōwhiri and other
ceremonies of welcome. The kaupapa or the reason of the tangihanga is to mourn the deceased.
In the pōwhiri the karanga starts the whakaeke (the movement of the group onto the marae) (Rewi
and Duncan, 2018) and in the tangihanga, the karaka facilities the wailing (tangi hotuhotu) which
is an important part of the ritual (Potiki, 2018). Whānau were tapu and as such were separate to
the other attendees, as their primary role in a tangihanga was to grieve. In most instances they ate
separately to the other attendees. In some practices, they did not eat at all. Some whānau cut their
hair to outwardly show and express their grief. In times past, whānau would also cut themselves
“this included haehae (laceration of the body) with shells or obsidian, or even whakamomori
(suicide). For the whānau pani, particularly the pouaru (widow), whakamomori was considered an
acceptable way of expressing grief” (Higgins, 2011, p. 4). As Jackson (kōrero-a-waha, 2019)
highlights there are many different nuances for pōwhiri/tangihanga depending on region.
One noticeable change in the ritual of tangihanga, has been the way in which the deceased
(tūpāpaku) are presented or laid in state. For example, the deceased used to be sat upright or even
stood up (O’Regan, kōrero-a-waha, 2019; Walker, 1990). This has changed over the last 200 years.
In the various pūrākau about Moki, a Kāi Tahu ancestor who died from makutu (a curse), upon his
death he was tied to the pou in a standing position. The pūrākau goes on to say that his body was
taken in the middle of the night so that his descendants did not have a claim to the land where he
would have been buried. This highlights the relationship between being buried and land rights.
While people certainly do still take bodies, it is unusual for a body to be upright. Nowadays, they
are laid down and are in coffins, this is in part due to changing laws since the signing of the Treaty
of Waitangi, and as Potiki (2018) suggests elements of Christianity have changed aspects such as
the service, and the use of water in ceremonies. For Māori, the need to utilise these rituals and
tikaka begins at the time of death. Because the hospital is a public space, and there are still the
living, it is important to also consider the need to transition the spaces where the tupapaku goes,
for example a room on the ward, through to the morgue so that the living can again occupy those

spaces. As the ceremony table identifies that there are common tools to facilitate the movement
between tapu and noa and tools used for managing death.
These are all examples of looking to tikaka for answers. Another difference between the pōwhiri
and the tangihanga is the managing of tapu. The pōwhiri is designed to whakanoa, and create a
space where the two groups can go about their business without restriction. In contrast, the
tangihanga is predominantly tapu, there are ways of managing the levels of tapu, and these differ
between whānau, hapū and iwi. Fresh water is used when leaving the room/space where the
tupapaku is so that that level of tapu remains with the deceased and their whānau. Karakia is used
in many ways at a tangihanga, from the dying through to making the space where the tangihanga
was held noa.
As highlighted in the discussion on rituals, using the pōwhiri and the tangihanga as examples,
highlight that there are components within the rituals that enable the tapu-noa relationship, and
support the well-being and safety of the people involved. By looking at rituals and tikaka used in
rituals we are able to see ways of managing change and transition and well-being, and these are the
tools which connect us to the Māori world. It is by examining these states of transition that we can
translate these tools or tikaka into the rebuild and support the well-being and safety of the people
involved. These tools are key to managing the pathway for tūpāpaku within the hospital. That
said, making sure that food and the dead pathways are separate need to be considered and
addressed.
Both the surveys and the focus groups led to the conclusion that if tikaka such as karakia and wai
are easily accessible, and, that the lift is able to be whakanoa after each time a tūpāpaku goes in it
before any living patients are transported in the lift, then, staff and whānau would feel safe.
Respondents said “personally I wouldn’t want to go into a lift tupapaku have used unless it’s been
blessed, then I would be comfortable to use it” with another saying “I’m ok personally, however,
there will be some who believe dead with the dead and living with the living”. Many were opposed
to the idea that the dead and the living will mix, as within tikaka they are tapu and we do not mix
tapu and noa, rather we transition between them as they are separate states. One respondent said “
the world of the living and the world of wairua are always apart in the Māori culture, so the lift
should reflect this” with another saying “ tupapaku are on another journey, and if you are whānau
supporting your loved one then kei te pai, otherwise there should be clear expectations of
separation” others made the same sentiments citing tapu.

The authors knew that this fixed notion of tapu was going to be an issue, and so when we ran the
focus group, we mooted the idea of having tools to transition between tapu and noa, and the
response was positive. We had a range of options from printed and recorded karakia in the lift,
with wai tapu to use through to calling on an expert in karakia to facilitate the whakanoa process.
The hui attendants were all in agreement that sources of wai tapu were a tool that would be essential
to the whakanoa of the tupapaku pathway through the hospital, and that karakia was the right tool
also. However, many felt that a recording of a karakia lacked the wairua that a person facilitating
brings, however for some printed karakia would be a handy resource for people who were
comfortable to do their own, or, for the tupapaku themselves. The consensus was a range of tools
that must include water and ways to facilitate karakia.
The second question within this tapu/noa theme related to the mortuary came from the idea to
increase the storage of tupapaku to a nine person stack. The results showed that 50% were ok with
increasing the size of a stack, and 50% were opposed to the idea. Our question for two people were
ambiguous and they had thought that we literally meant a nine body pile up, and the respondents
who were ok with the idea, were because the thought that each body will have its own draw, this is
the assumption of the authors also. One response captures the tikaka that informs these answers
“unless the wairua has left the deceased, then the body is very much important and should be cared
for with respect”. Another spoke of not transgressing the mana and tapu of the tupapaku. The key
within this space is having the right tools to manage the levels of tapu for the safety of the tupapaku,
the whānau and the staff.

Tikaka Wishlist
As the introduction highlights, Māori health outcomes continue to be poorer than non-Māori, and
this rebuild is one tool in reversing that, and improving health for Māori. In addition to the
narratives being woven throughout the buildings, there is an opportunity to add to spaces that will
facilitate the use of tikaka in the health pathway for Māori. With that in mind, we asked staff what
success would look like for the new hospital, and all of the responses formed the sub-theme Tikaka
Wishlist. The wish list comprised of three main components; space, cultural education and training
and improved practice, and tools to facilitate the use of tikaka in practice.
One respondent asked that there is tikaka based training across the DHB, another asked that there
are tools to help improve behaviour across the organisation. Staff also asked that the there is more

effective, timely and equitable diagnosis, and treatment for Māori. That whānau are at the centre
moving from biomedical to a wellness model.
For the space staff asked that the new hospital is more inclusive of other cultures, that it “improves
interaction and layout, and that culture is reflected”, that cultural diversity is included in the
design, that there are Māori specific space and space for whānau. One respondent said “that te ao
Māori is woven into the build, and not an afterthought”.

The Whānau Surveys
We had 21 whānau respond to the whānau surveys. The themes that resulted from the whānau
surveys were centred around; whānau care, whānau experiences of the current hospital, tapu/noa
and what they hope for with the rebuild. Beginning with the whānau care, we asked whānau three
questions, the first was if they had to travel for hospital care? The Southern District is large
geographically, and it is not just whānau who live in Dunedin who use Dunedin Hospital. Hospital
transfers are one barrier for whānau when they want to remain involved in the care of a loved one
(Brown et al 2019). The second question asked if they were able to be involved in the care of their
loved one, for māori, the capacity to care for whānau is important. The third question focused on
what was and could help whānau be involved in the care of their loved ones. Whānau were then
asked if they had a loved one have to go to the mortuary, and if they were able to accompany them,
and what support was available. As with the staff survey, they were asked about tikaka tools that
could assist with the process, and how they felt about the increase in the body stack. Finally,
whānau were asked about their current experiences, and what a successful rebuild would look like.

Whānau Care
Whānau were asked if they were able to be involved in the care of a loved one, the responses were
evenly split between yes and no. The reasons whānau were able to be involved were; staff, knowing
someone who worked at the hospital, having other whānau support them and having the resources
to do so. Similarly, the reasons for not being able to be involved in the care of a loved one were;
staff, money and work commitments.
Mason Durie (2006) identifies six strategies for whānau capacity building. Manaaki – the capacity
to care is the first capacity. Durie (2006) refers to as the capacity to care.

Within the whānau

context, it is constructed in order to place when needed, a korowai of care (cloak of care) and
protection when whānau as individuals or as a collective are vulnerable. This can be when a single
member is ill or has died for example. When one part of a collective unit suffers, namely a whānau
member, that suffering spreads outwards and can impact on the lives of others in the whānau. When
challenged by trauma of any type the capacity of whānau whanui to offer manaaki is tested. The
capacity of manaaki is that the care of each whānau member is the duty of the larger whole. At
the same time, manaaki also denotes the hospitality associated with manaaki, and the provision of
food and shelter for any visitors involved in the care of one of their whānau members. A degree
of mana is attached to and associated with the koha of time and within that is the associated
provisions mentioned in Durie (2006), so when applied together in this manner, demonstrate the
gifts of manaaki in action. There is also the giving of the self that is evidenced where the care of a
person and those associated ‘others’ display all the aspects which make up mana- a- kī (full of
mana). One’s individual mana as well as the collective mana of one’s whānau at times needs to be
strengthened by the wider hapū and iwi mana, all of which is dependent on the collective ability to
show generosity (Rewi and Duncan, 2018, Smith, 2011). This, in a Māori worldview, lies at the
very core of manaakitaka. Mead (2003) shares this explanation of manaaki, and maintains that a
person who displays manaaki towards another is considered to be a person who “is a caring person
who is helpful to others and considers the welfare of others besides themselves” (p. 240).
Manaakitaka is commonly understood to be the concept of hospitality, and the mana of the whānau
and the individuals within the whānau is dependent on their ability to show manaaki towards one
another and towards others. In order for the whānau to be able to show manaaki towards others
they need to be able to have the capacity to do so, which means, that they need to ensure the well-

being of their own members. Durie (2006) explains the concept of manaaki and the whānau
capacity to offer manaaki as central to improving the whānau outcomes
Manaakitaka underpins the well-being of the whānau and all its members; it includes reciprocity
between members so that each person feels cared for and has a sense of identity within the group.
A significant aspect above a number of others is whānau having good quality lifestyles and
independence (Durie 2006). Before showing generosity to visitors, Durie (2006) argues that
manaakitaka towards one’s own family is of paramount importance. The outcome of manaaki as
the capacity to care is consistent with the tikaka understanding of manaakitaka. The health and
well-being of the whānau is essential to the well-being of its individual members. Owing to the
expression of manaaki, whānau are able to live (as Māori) which improves the health and wellbeing of them all. Durie (2006) states that a good outcome is where whānau members “have a
strong sense of identity, feel well cared for, are able to enjoy quality lifestyles with a sense of
independence, yet remain concerned about the wellbeing of other whānau members” (p. 4). Once
whānau are able to attend to their well-being, they are then able to look outside of the whānau
where manaaki underpins their relationships within the communities and, in tikaka Māori this is
recognised as whakawhanaukataka.
For those whānau who could stay with or near their loved ones stated that whānau who lived in
Dunedin were an enabler, according to one respondent “I had whānau to stay with”, another said
that whānau support was what they needed as they had the financial means to be there. One
respondent said “ we are on the pension but as my over 70-year-old husband still worked we did
not get any help. Its cost is $1400 for my stay in a motel and yet my husband was transferred from
Invercargill to Dunedin”. This highlights that for whānau where possible, that being part of a
loved one’s care is paramount.
The most common responses were related to staff, according to the responses the quality of care
and the whānau involvement in care depends largely on the staff.

One respondent said “the

medical staff were amazing. The renal team were great communicators and we were kept informed
right throughout the process. I was allowed to visit all day any day. Their visiting hours allowed
whānau to pop in and out”. Another said that “the girls from the Māori health unit at DPH were
great with visiting, karakia, coffee and organising kai for me. The staff on the ward were great”.
Another said “the last experience I had in the Dunedin hospital was positive, because we were kept
informed as a whānau, we were able to wait together. We also appreciated space where we could
be with our loved one as a whānau, we could sing, and relax”. Many of the comments were of a
similar vein. Conversely, whānau also had the opposite experiences saying “I actually just had the

support of my whānau, there was not a lot of support from the hospital, the māori support lady
came the day I was leaving” and “it was only because I knew someone that happened to work on
the ward that I felt supported”. One stated “ When I had my first child the staff were rude to my
partner and were against him staying when we live over two hours away” one simply stated “no
staff were not helpful at all”. What these responses highlight is that the interaction with staff has
a significant impact on whether or not whānau have a good experience and if they are able to be
involved in the care of a loved one.
As well as being asked about their experiences, whānau were asked what would be important to
them to remain involved in the care of a loved one.

The responses included affordable

accommodation, being kept informed, care plans, places where they can go for discussions and
privacy, better communication, and more support. One respondent stated “hospital staff with
empathy and understanding the cultural nuances and needs of whānau who are providing care for
those who are hospitalised” and another said “that we are informed, respects and cultural needs
are met”. Six people asked for better communication, including being better informed.
Space was another response mentioned by most whānau, one said “room for whānau to be
comfortable, with plenty of whānau spaces near the ward not miles away in a public space”, with
another saying “somewhere comfortable and private to be with loved ones” or “having our loved
one in their own room so whānau can be with them” with another “privacy and modesty is
important”. Other whānau mentioned accommodation “affordable, onsite accommodation for out
of town or close whānau” this was echoed “ somewhere to stay that we can afford” one stated
form a patient perspective “having whānau stay with me and to being my kai”.
Several whānau also asked for tikaka to be part of the care. These tikaka included kai, te reo māori,
karakia, mirimiri, Rongoa waiata and himene. Another question asked of whānau was if their
experiences with the hospital had been comfortable, and what could improve it. Five said they
were comfortable, six were uncomfortable, three were mixed, and the rest gave suggestions for
improvements. Parking was an issue that many whānau mentioned. Again, like the previous
question whānau stated they needed better facilitates that gave them spaces and space to be
together. Tikaka tools were also part of the list for improvement, such as access to wai, greenspaces
and more māori imagery throughout the hospital. Staff cultural knowledge was also how whānau
could see improved care for them and their loved ones “to improve, staff need a much better
understanding of the importance of whānau, tikaka and te ao māori, and space needs to be made
for that”. This was echoed sating “ I note that there is no dining table these days, so fit and able
or groups can’t sit down and eat...It is important to have an area where family can be together and

still be close to the patient”, another said “bigger ward space, facilities to heat and eat and store
kai on the ward”. This notion of kai and the social benefits aligns with research into whānau wellbeing (Camp 2020).

Kai - Food
Cooked food, according to Rewi and Duncan (2018), can be used to whakanoa. Food is used as a
tool to whakanoa or as a way to neutralise tapu both through eating the cooked food and through
the cooking of the food. As with all aspects of the Māori world, food is linked to atua and as such
uncooked food is/was deemed tapu. In addition, Rewi and Duncan (2018) state that evidence shows
that eating uncooked food and poor food handling practices can make people sick. As well as a
way to whakanoa, providing food as part of ceremonies is linked with manaakitaka and mana;
providing guests with food is a symbol of manaaki. Manaaki is fundamental to showing the value
placed on relationships and maintenance of connections. It is one way which we express and
uphold mana. Kai is used as core practice within tikaka and as such is one of the tikaka components
of connectedness that was examined in this research. For whānau with loved ones in hospital it is
a key part of how they express the capacity to care. Currently there are no facilities for this.
The hākari is one food ritual that is part of the tangihanga. It is often held after the burial and is
part of the ritual to transition the grieving whānau to a less tapu state where they can eat and interact
with the rest of the community. According to Potiki (2018) it signals the end of the tangihanga,
and restores the place where the tangi was held back to noa. In addition to its role in the whakanoa
process, hākari is associated with mana. Walker (1990) explains that “when guests from other
tribes attended hākari, the reputation of the hosts rose or fell over their ability to be lavish with
food” (p. 76). Rewi and Duncan (2018) state that “during large-scale congregations of people, the
main final meal ending the tangihanga is sometimes termed hākari. The reputation of the tangata
whenua rests heavily upon their ability to provide the guests with a lavish feast, especially the
ability to serve up local seasonal delicacies” (p. 134). Within Ngāi Tahu this is especially true, as
mahika kai5 is a core part of our identity (Russell, 2001). According to Mead (2016) and Rewi and
Duncan (2018), hākari were used to transition from tapu at the end of a ta moko session, or sessions.
MacDonald (2014) reiterates that the practice of ta moko is tapu, the artist is tapu, and the person
receiving the ta moko is explained as going into a tapu state where they are like a tupapaku, and
once the moko is administered, they are reborn a new person. Neither eat until the completion.

5

Mahika kai or mahinga kai is the practice of gathering, preserving and trading seafood and wild foods. The trading
is referred to as kai hau kai.

According to Camp (2020) coffee and sharing of was a social activity that improved the well-being
of whānau because of the connectedness through food and coffee and how food was used to
transition.
Finally, the last question related to the theme of whānau care, was whānau were asked what services
were available to them and their whānau to keep them involved with the care of their loved ones.
Ten out of 21 or 47% were not offered and services, the reasons outlined were; staff unavailable,
they were not told about the services for Māori, whānau worked things out themselves, or no
reasons given. For those who did receive support, the Māori staff were an integral part. Examples
given were food packages, access to karakia, support with finding space.

Tapu/Noa
As with the staff survey whānau were asked about the mortuary services and similar to staff,
whānau articulated the need for tikaka to manage the dead and their whānau. Whānau were asked
if they had a loved one transported to the morgue, and if they were able to accompany them. The
latter question was important, because for Māori leaving the dead unattended is unacceptable.
Caring for the wairua is paramount. Six of the 21 whānau had a loved one transported to the
morgue, not all resulted in an autopsy. Only one responded that they were able to accompany their
tupapaku, the rest followed. It is likely that the person who accompanied their tupapaku did so in
the hospital as it is ministry of justice policy that the tupapaku is in the care of the coroner and
therefore only contracted staff can accompany. Whānau were also asked if they were supported
through the process. Four of the six felt they were not supported through the process.
Whānau were then asked what could assist them with the process, we gave some examples that the
design team and the mana whenua design panel have been considering, which were; a whānau area
at the morgue, access to more support staff and tools for tikaka, gardens and blue spaces. 63% felt
all of the examples would assist whānau with the process. Others mentioned facilities to eat in the
whānau space. One whānau said “some Māori tautoko would be nice”, another said “a whānau
area at the morgue and access to water would be great. Gardens or open air would make it less
clinical, great examples”. One whānau asked for the service to be resumed in Invercargill.
As with the staff survey, whānau were given an opportunity to have their say regarding the proposal
for an increased body storage system. Fourteen out of the 21 whānau said they would not be happy,
two of the responses was similar to a staff response, which led the authors to believe they found
the question ambiguous “if you mean drawers, ok, if you mean actually stacked bodies on top of

the other forget it” and the second stating “not keen if they don’t have their own space”. Of those
whānau who were less worried, one said “I think so long as tikaka can be followed, as best as
possible in the use of any area where tupapaku are to be stored, and those areas are developed in
line with mana whenua advice, guidance and directions, I am open to options inclusive of stacked
storage, if that was a space restriction for any new facility”, another response was “I think it is
practical, I personally wouldn’t care as I’d be dead. My whānau might not like it though”. While
the majority were not in favour of the increase in storage, it is more likely because of the tikaka of
wanting to be with the tupapaku, for whānau leaving the body to be stored would be against tikaka.

A successful rebuild for whānau and Māori staff
For this question we have combined the responses. As with the other questions, the answers centre
around the three strong themes already highlighted in this section; culturally responsive staff,
tikaka, and appropriate space.
Both surveys response groups made mention of co-design with mana whenua with one stating “codesign from the outset, with mana whenua” and another saying “Rūnaka involvement from the
beginning through to the end of the design and blessing of the site”. Other comments were “lots
of communication and appropriate designs” and “the building being built in the proposed
timeframe with Māori/Ngāi Tahu influence throughout the design and build”, another said “if it’s
going to be successful for Māori, there needs to be engagement with Māori”. These algin with
mana whenua desire to be a part of the entire process as well.
Both staff and whānau asked for compassionate service, and this has been echoed throughout the
responses so far, one response was “having access to and more importantly timely services” and
“staff have a level of compassion and competency”. One person suggested better frameworks to
encourage interactions for people from different cultures, two responses mentioned the treaty of
Waitangi one stating “now this is a rather big question. Success is when articles I II III and IV of
Te Tiriti o Waitangi are both embedded within the environment and given expression to”, while
this doesn’t specifically discuss access and equity for Māori, it underpins the ongoing challenges
for Māori to access good care. Other comments included “seamless service”, “more caring staff”
and “have the patient and their needs first”. One response was “ you do need Māori staff in
leadership and decision making at the table”, another said “they have always been uncomfortable,
unfriendly, anxiety-inducing, and isolating. To improve, staff need a much better understanding of
the importance of whānau, tikanga, te ao Māori”

Space was the third theme, with people asking for space. “Private spaces for whānau, and separate
food spaces for whānau”, another said “there needs to be spaces for tikanga Māori to take place”
another comment as similar in that they said there needed “to be space on each of the wards (that
are limited to whānau use, not as an impromptu meeting space for staff), bigger ward space,
facilities to heat and store kai on the ward, space and support for both parents to stay in NICU”.
One person said “wards are very busy, there is very little room for whānau when they visit and to
be comfortable, also the patient is rushed to leave before they were well enough to leave”. In
addition to adequate whānau space, one person suggest that “green space or plants to take your
mind away from the stress, and access to the fresh air and sun”. Others stated “places for whānau
members to stay to support the health of the person that is unwell” and “whānau being able to stay
with their loved ones, currently it is unremarkable, there are no whānau spaces, no privacy for
whānau in the hospital and the staff aren’t available for questions”
The third theme of tikaka was also evident in the responses to what a successful build would look
like, such as “ each floor to be kaupapa Māori and or a kaupapa Māori system”, another
suggestion was “ the incorporation of te ao Māori into the build – woven in to signify partnership
and as an obligation to te tiriti not as an afterthought” one said “areas for tikanga Māori to place
that could be things such as how our dead are taken care of, how placentas are stored, karakia
rooms, whānau rooms to shar kai and kōrero”.

Conclusion
The surveys and focus group highlighted clear themes which also give us clear direction for
recommendations. The incorporation of tikaka within the new hospital, the importance of staff
cultural training and practice, and whānau user friendly space are the key themes. The most
common theme were tapu and noa. As both the surveys and the literature highlight, tapu and noa
are integral tikaka within health for Māori. It is a necessary tool that both staff and whānau need
to utilise, and is one that is not currently available.

Tikaka/Tikanga
Tapu and noa have been a core tikaka that is a design value utilised by Aukaha in the co-design
process, and it is imperative that it is incorporated into the new build. As this document, and this
chapter have highlighted, there are simple tools that can be used in the management of tapu and

noa, karakia, wai and kai. These are simple practices that can be easily included into any space.
What is important to consider, is, that these need to be accessible in many locations, not just one
Māori designated space. In doing so, the new design is more responsive than the current practice.
Wai tapu (sources of water to cleanse) need to be on every floor so that both staff and whānau can
access it, other locations where is essential is near the mortuary, near Māori designated spaces, and
the chapel/multifaith.
Karakia and access to karakia need to be available in multiple forms; from access to Māori staff
who can facilitate it, through to large karakia printed on walls, in lifts and electronic versions
available. Both these tools to facilitate tikanga are simple and can be cost effective. The third tool
that helps manage tapu and noa is kai or food. Food is also a key tool that whānau need access to
when they have a loved one in hospital. Having healthy kai, using kai to connect and in a
ceremonial context are all important to consider when designing responsive spaces for whānau.

Whānau centred space
The responses highlighted the need for whānau centred space, our surveys asked whānau if they
were able to experience or provide whānau support while their loved ones were in hospital and
central to this important outcome for Māori health is adequate spaces. In the current Dunedin
hospital there is one room, space for whānau to utilise while a loved one is in hospital. It has an
attached office where some of the Māori support team reside. The room is not accessible to the
wards, therefore if whānau need to use the whānau room they have to gather on the ground floor.
As it is set up with couches, it is used as a waiting room by the general public, and there is no
privacy should whānau need to have a private hui. There are some basic facilities, a sink, jug and
microwave, however again this doesn’t encourage whānau to gather to share a meal. In its current
form the whānau room does not meet the diverse needs of whānau, and this needs to be addressed
in the new build. Central to whānau and improving outcomes for whānau, is having spaces where
they can meet their needs, and the needs of their loved ones. This includes space to prepare food,
eat together, sleep and to have hui with themselves and with health professionals and allied staff.

Culturally responsive staff
The Third theme from the survey was regarding the experiences whānau have in the hospital and
how that is impacted by the way in which staff interact with whānau. Research shows that racism
is a determinant of health, and for Māori this has had a significant impact on health outcomes. It
also highlights that Māori do not have timely diagnosis, treatment and are more likely to experience
adverse health outcomes (Cram 2014, Jansen & Smith 2006, Jansen, Bacle & Crengle 2008,
Manson 2012, Ellison-Loschmann & 2006, Cram, Smith & Johnstone 2003). It is up to the DHB

and their Iwi partnership to continue to address this issue, however, by responding to integration
of tikanga and spaces for whānau, the rebuild itself will go some way towards addressing the
persistent structural inequities.

The Cultural impact
Our final survey asked respondents to consider the cultural impact of the rebuild, they were asked
what the impact would be if the new hospital does not consider and respond to the needs of Māori
through the design and models of care, and in contrast what would the impact be if it did. The
key theme from the responses to the impact if the rebuild does not consider and reflect mana
whenua and Māori aspirations was access. One key finding from Wai 5275 was the DHB’S
failure to recognise tino rangatiratanga, in this instance this is the right to determine. The
responses highlighted all showed that the right to determine for Māori means to have their
cultural needs met alongside clinical needs. Through not meeting the cultural needs of Māori,
according to one response, means that “access to tertiary care will continue to be an issue”, with
another saying “Māori will not access services if cultural needs are not met”. While this was not
an exhaustive set of responses, they are representative of both Ōtākou and Puketeraki rūnaka
members, who are the mana whenua in the location that this hospital is being built.
In contrast to the potential lack of access, if mana whenua aspirations are realised in the rebuild,
then, the current access issues and health trajectory for Māori, and indeed all New Zealanders
will improve significantly. All of the responses to the question what if the rebuild
did consider the needs of Māori highlighted the potential innovation opportunities, honouring the
Treaty of Waitangi, and improved access of care through the incorporation and normalisation of
tikaka Māori, one respondent said “The effect would be a more holistic, natural and encompassing
approach to Māori, Pacific and all peoples, align better with current trends to normalise and include
Māori concepts and values in the way service is provided and open the door to new and innovative
ways of moving from bottom of the cliff to proactive and leading ways of addressing health care
and issues”, another said “ It some ways a good result for Māori needing to use the new hospital
would be it felt like a comfortable, ‘normal’ place for them though of course still a hospital. By
embracing cultural norms and expectations of Māori (in a culturally responsive, well designed
facility with Māori to the forefront of the care model) they would feel good about being there, for
example, supported with their needs that have brought them to the hospital rather than adding to
anxiety”.

It is clear from the research and the data collected as part of this cultural impact assessment that
the system has and continues to fail Māori, and, that the New Dunedin Hospital- Whakatuputupu
is an opportunity to change the persistent inequity experienced by Māori.

Concluding remarks
In the background discussion we considered the quote from Dr Papaarangi Reid (2020) and posited
that if the rebuild does not aim to meet the future health needs of Māori while considering the
historical impacts, then, we too, are complicit in the high mortality and morbidity rates currently
experienced by Māori. The New Dunedin Hospital rebuild presents an opportunity to address the
persistent health inequities, and, is an opportunity to be world leaders in co-designing a hospital
using indigenous models of care.

Sustainability Framework
Process
Aukaha, Ahi kā, and the Mana Whenua Hospital Design Panel have held three internal hui to develop
an in-depth set of values for New Dunedin Hospital, which are sustainability focused. Like the
overarching values framework, at the core of these values are Mana, Tapu, Whakapapa and Mauri.
Moving through the project phases, this framework will be used as the source for assessing
responses from Mana Whenua, to ensure that sustainability values are also considered throughout
the design process.

Framework Summary
This framework takes the form of one of our treasured species, the patiki, or flounder. Each patiki
represents a key sustainability value identified by mana whenua. Each value is outlined below.
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Wai ora

Water is an essential element of life.

Ensuring healthy wat

Importance lies in its use, how we clean it, collect it and see it.

Mana wai

Awa moana

Power from the water

Otago Harbour



Connectedness to this waterway



Kia tika "to make good use". Making good use

connection of people with the

of water, efficient use no wastage of water

water



Identity of the Otago Harbour - the



Kia rere (to run/the flow of water)



Water is an essential element



Kia Māori (to make pure/normal/clean)



We eat from it, bathe in it, swim in

anything that goes back into the harbour is

it, surf in it, as well as many other

pure /clean and healthy

activities



Kia hopu (to collect/how it is collected)



Mahika kai - food gathering



Kia mā (to purify/no pollutants/to reuse)



Mana moana - power from the



Kia kite (to see/the visibility of water)



Kia tapu (restricted water/sacredness, and use



Tidal - connecting to whenua

of this sacred water - for hand cleaning)



Kore paru: No pollutants Into the

oceans/sea

Awa Moana

Kia tika
To make good use of water


Be efficient



No wastage



Make good use

Tutohu taiao
Environmental indicators


Species list by H.K Taiaroa



Tuna, ika, tuaki, patiki



Water quality

Mana motuhake
Empowering our people

Connecting the identity of our people to a
building.

Mana takata

Mana whenua

Local & Māori workforce

Power from the land



Local workforce



Māori workforce



Good health / clinical practice



Therefore, good mental health



Good Māori role models



Tuakiri

Tapatapa

Identity and connectedness

How identity is expressed



Identity



Concept of feeling comfortable
and relating to the building, so not
foreign

but

recognisable

welcoming


Visibility of Māori

Connectedness to this land

and



Can identity be expressed in a
building?

Mauri ora

Working together, collectively to ensure
equitable outcomes that take into account
enterprises, health and tino rakatirataka.

Creating a health society

Ohu

Utu

Collective enterprise (social procurement)

Equitable decision making

The working parts of collective enterprises





Social

procurement

(purchasing

Mana - retaining mana for

or

contracting local Māori)


Food procurement



Resources procurement



Suitable procurement policies (lack of waste,

community
Decision and procurement are



equitable for all

no single use items)


Getting accountability in the processes



Mana - retaining for community

Kai Ora
Healthy Food


Māra kai (food gardens)



Māori kai



Mahika kai



Nutritional food options



Local food



Organic food



Composting of food waste (commercial or
onsite)



Kai Hau Kai - food exchange



Food Sovereignty - not packaged meals flown
from Auckland

Tino rakatirataka
Healthy, equitable partnerships


Partnerships



Connections

with

others,

University, Polytech, Councils


Equity



Te Tiriti of Waitangi



Indigenous agents



Empowerment

Mauri tū
Enhancing the environment

Enhancing the mauri of the
environment by making good use of
its natural features.

Whare Māori principles
Utilising Māori design concepts
Natural heating and cooling:







Warmer higher up than lower down - fire in centre
to keep warm
Homes were built in the ground - adapting to the
cold conditions
Clothing was important (seal furs, dog coats)
Hard people adapted to harsh elements
Tikumu (waterproof cloak)
Traditional building/insulation/bedding materials
e.g. raupō

Te whare
Based on a warm, health home
Warm homes include building
envelopes & energy efficiency
Green building council - green star
including the Life Cycle Analysis of
materials that are used.

Passive design - orientation on
the site; building layout; window
design; insulation (including
windows);
thermal
mass;
shading; and ventilation
Space
heating,
cooling,
ventilation, water heating
Quality of daylights
Building performance
Climate safe gases (heating &
cooling)



Relating to food:






Food preservation & storage (food store, cool
spaces)
Pātaka kai, whata kai
Rua / Pākoro
Whata - large, tall storage, kept rats away, kept food
cool
Drying of food - dried food for transportation






Relating to Tapu & Noa:





Separate spaces based on tapu and noa
Use wharemate (put up / take down & destroy)
Multiple spaces with water & cleaning spaces
Rāhui - environmental tapu

Parakore
Zero waste

Hihiri



Energy efficiency & conservation










What comes in - what goes out (energy carbon)
Minimising energy losses / energy efficiency
Utilising existing energy sources
Using available renewable energy
Knowing the carbon footprint
Greenhouse gas emission reduction







Demolition of existing &
construction of new
No wastage of resource used
during building use
No single use items (medical &
non-medical
No food waste from kitchen &
cafés going to landfill
Easy collection of compostable
materials, e.g. food waste,
flowers, ash from biomass boiler
Easy separation and collection of
recyclables

Kā Tapuwae

Having the lightest touch on papatūānuku.

Leaving light footprints

Being adaptable to new ideas and technology.

Ara eke takata

Mauri noho

Early adapters of technology

Enhancement of mauri (mauri tū, mauri mate)









Electric charging stations for cars and



Enhancing and protecting of mauri

bikes



Mauri tū

Alternative transport options (e.g. if



Mauri noho

there are no individually owned cars in



Mauri mate

the future)



'Protection' of mauri

Car parks are designed for their next life



To sustain mauri as a minimum

(when not needed)



To be regenerative of mauri (to make

Creative solutions, being able to adapt
creatively

better)


Better than minimum standards, better



Sustainable practices - what was living

than normal



Permeability of design to facilitate easy



Continuous improvement

people movement, and connections



Environmental indicators

with non-car centric transport options

Reference: HK mahika kai list

Ara iki

Tāhuhu kōrero

Portage ways, movement of people

Celebrate what has been before us



Symbolic - the waka drawing up to



have been and where we are going.

beach




Arrival at the building & departure from



Looking back in order to look forward

the building



Arohonohono - the journeys past,

Moving around inside and outside walking paths (to and around building)



Kā Tapuae - The places our ancestors

Connections, pathways, corridors

present and future

Whenua ora
Enriching the land

Reflecting original biodiversity and creating
spaces to engage with our environment.

Koi ora rereketaka

Mauri noho

Enhancement of native biodiversity

Enhancement of mauri (mauri tu, mauri
mate)














Creating habitats for native wildlife (birds,
geckos, insects)
Native species plantings
Biodiversity banking (typically involves land
protection,
restoration,
and/or
enhancement
Land regeneration (making the land that is
there better than it was
Bringing nature into the cityscape
Previously harbour area (wet land plants)
thick bush used to exist here, look back and
acknowledge what was there - use native
plants that will grow well.
Sand, shellfish - all sorts of harbour-based
creatures
Tidal, on the foreshore
Creeks coming into the harbour (Toi tū runs
into the harbour
Stories to show what was there. Huge
history of the area and the dense bush.



Enhancing and protecting of mauri



Mauri tū



Mauri noho



Mauri mate



'Protection' of mauri



To sustain mauri as a minimum



To be regenerative of mauri (to make
better)



Better than minimum standards,
better than normal



Continuous improvement



Environmental indicators
Reference: HK mahika kai list

Whenua
Māra kai

Creating spaces to connect with the land

Cultivating and growing food on site



Contemplation spaces



Blue spaces (contribute to the sense



Acknowledging original food and gathering

of calmness)

spaces


Mahika kai (food gathering place)



Green spaces (e.g. green roof)



Kareao (supplejack) was plentiful



Walking trails to get outside and back



Fish and shellfish of Otakou



Barracuda was often caught on long line in
harbour and dried

to nature


Inlet was called Ngā moana e rua, (the
edge of new world, where bus hub is
located).
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